
KENDRIYA VIDYALAYA MAHABUBABAD

AUTUMN BREAK HOME WORK 2OL9.2O

CLASS: X

SUB: ENGLISH

L. Read newspaper daily and write three headlines and news in your own words
2. Write articles on :- 1)Child labour

2)Excessive use of lnternet

3. Solve writing section of last year Board Exam paper

4. write one complaint letter, one enquiry letter, one letter to the editor.

5. prepare a write up of famous places of tourism in lndia.

SUB: SANSKRIT
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SUB: MATHS

1. As observed from the top of a 75m high lighthouse from the sea level , the angles of

depression of two ships are 30'and 45'. lf one ship is exactly behind the another ship in

the same direction of lighthouse. Find the distance between the ships.

Z. peR is a triangle right angled at P and M is a point on QR such that PM is perpendicular

to eR. Show that p1y2= qM.MR

3. Prove that sum of square of sides of a Rhombus is equal to the sum of

square of its diagonal.

4. lt (1,,2),(4,y),(x,6) and (3,5) are the coordinates of vertices of a

parallelogram taken in order. Find x and y.

5. tf Q(0,1) is equidistant from P(5,-3) and R(x,6) . Find the value of x. And find

the distances QR and PR.

6. Prove the angle between two tangents drawn from an external point to a

circle is supplementary to the angle subtended by the line segments joining

the points of contact at the centre.

7. Prove that the opposite side of a quadrilateral circumscribing a circle

subtend supplementary angle at the centre.

8. Exercise 8.4 - Q5(iii , v , viii )

e. Find the value of k for which the points are colline ar : (7,-2), (5,1), (3,-k)

10. lf A and B are (-2,-21and (2,-4) find the coordinates of P such that AP=3/7.

AB and P lies on line segment.
11. D and E are,the two points on sides CA and CB respectively of a triangle ABC right angled

at C. Prove that AE2 +BD2=AB2+DE2.

12. Find the ratio in which line segment joining A(1-,-5) and B(-4,5) is divided by the x-axis.

Also find the coordinates of the point of division.



SUB: SCIENCE

1. Draw diagrams for the image formation by a concave mirror and convex
mirror.
2. Show the formation of cao by the transfer of erectrons.
3. on what factors does the resistance of a conductor depend?
4. Derive the formula of equivalent resistance for series and parallel
connections.
5. Explain acquired and inherited traits with suitable examples.

SUB: SOCIAL SCIENCE

Nationalism in lndia:-
1. what was the objective of simon commission, why was opposed in
lnd ia?

2. when and where Khilafat committee was formed? what was its
objective?

Sectors of lndian Economy:-
1. what do you understand by disguised un-emproyment? Explain with
the help of examples?

The making of the GIobal World:-
1.What is globalization? Explain.
Money and Credit:-
1. Differentiate between formal and informal sources of credit?

Map (History) Nationalism in lndia:-
1. The place where Jallianwala bagh incident took place.

2. The place where INC session was held in 1927.
3. The place where decision was taken to catl off the Non-Coopeation-
Movement.



Map (GeographY):-

L. Surat Textile Centre

2. Narrora Nuclear Power Station

3. Tuticorin SeaPor


